Capacity (pax) depends on the complexity of the project, amount of furniture added to the gardens and its use (coffee area, catering, lounge etc). The number shown here is a reference and may vary. Please contact us to study and approve your proposal with our security team.
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Conditions

· All projects that may take place at these terraces have to be validated and delivered by Fira Barcelona and are subject to Fira Barcelona’s approval.

· Any services needed to carry any activity at these terraces are not included in the “rental space package” and have to be request to Fira Barcelona.

· Any project at these spaces have to be built and dismantling according to the official timetable and have to remain in place for the whole duration of the event.

· Capacities (pax) are only a reference and could be decreased if the complexity of the project requires it. Fira Barcelona reserves the right to do so.

· Any exhibitors’ activities at these terraces can only take place during the show days and not earlier that 08:00 am nor later that 10:00 pm.

· Catering services can only be delivered by GastroFira and are subject to availability.

· These terraces are open spaces and therefore Fira Barcelona will not take any responsibilities if any damage happen or any activity is cancelled due to bad weather conditions.

· A cost of control access guards during the entire event will be applied at each terrace. These guards have full right to stop the access to the terraces when maximum capacities are reached.
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